Registration Form TUM Career Opportunities Fair

April 13 & 14, 2021

With this form, Chair/Institutes/Research Groups or members of larger collaborative projects can register as exhibitors for the Career Opportunities Fair at TUM.

All researchers at TUM are kindly invited to join the Career Opportunities Fair on April 13/14 2021 as part of the virtual Research Opportunities Week and the DestinationTUM – Doctoral Week to engage with Master graduates and early career postdocs interested in conducting research at TUM. We offer the fair in two time slots to ensure that also researchers from different time zones have the possibility to join.

The Career Opportunities Fair offers you the possibility to get a fair booth for your group, chair, institute or collaborative research project where you can interact with the participants by chat or video call. The conversations at the booth are intended as an initial introduction and networking to identify potential candidates for your group or project, but are in no way obligatory. Hence, please feel free to join the event also if you do not have any open positions in near future.

Organisation

While it is most interesting for participating researchers to talk directly to TUM professors or advanced researchers, other members of your group or chair can also join as representatives at the booth, in case you cannot attend the event or cannot be present for the full time. Please note that depending on the number of registrations, some chairs or projects might be offered a shared booth.

Two weeks before the event, you will get access to the information on the candidates that want to meet you and have the possibility to schedule individual meetings with some of the candidates that might be of particular interest for you during the fair.

Talks during the Fair: In addition to the fair booths, we also offer some 20-30 min. slots to present research groups or chairs as well as larger collaborative researcher projects to the fair participants.

If you want to participate, please fill in the registration form until Feb 28, 2021. You or the respective contact person mentioned underneath will receive more details about the fair in March 2021.

Dr. Neele Meyer & Dr. Pauline Popp via postdoc-application@tum.de

Vera Lang & Agnieszka Slota destination.tum@gs.tum.de
With your permission, your data will be collected, processed, and used for the following purpose: To organize the TUM Career Opportunities Fair in April 2021. The data will be stored for 2 years.

Your personal data will be collected, processed, and used in the context of the aforementioned objectives in accordance with the Bavarian Data Protection Act (BayDSG).

The collection, processing, and use of your data take place on a voluntary basis.

Furthermore, you can revoke your consent at any time without any adverse consequences.

Please send any notice of cancellation to: Technische Universität München; TUM ForTe, Arcisstraße 21, 80333 München; E-Mail: postdoc-application@tum.de. In the event of cancellation, your data will be deleted upon receipt of your notice.